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E.XECUTIVE SUMMARY

During this quarter, major progress has been made in the following areas of coal
log pipeline (CLP) research:
1. Completed the installation of the large ram extruder and succeeded in making good
quality coal logs with this ram using as little as 3% emulsified asphalt (work based on
Dr. Marrero and Mr. Burkett).
2. Tested the effectiveness of Orimulsion as a low-cost substitute for asphalt emulsion to
be used as binder. It was found that the Orimulsion appears as effective as asphalt
emulsion but costs much less (about $50 per ton as compared to $150 per ton for
asphalt emulsion). This new binder may greatly enhance the economics of coal log
fabrication. (Work based on Dr. Wilson and Dr. Ding).
3. Eliminated circumferencial microcracks in coal logs by using a two-piece sprit mold.
Such logs are more abrasion-resistant in transport through pipeline than those made
with a single-piece mold.
4. Succeeded in compacting and extruding coal fines (normally a waste material) without
binder and at room temperature. Such logs, though not strong enough to be
transported by pipeline over long distances, are sufficiently strong for handling and
transport by trucks, trains, barges, ships and conveyer belts. It may provide an answer
to coal companies' and utilities' coal fine problems. (Based on Dr. Lin and Becky
Smith's work).
5. Found that by using a small amount (25ppm) of a polymer (polyethylene oxide) in a
coal log pipeline operating at lifl-offvelocity, drag reduction as much as 75% can be
achieved. This is equivalent to a reduction of pressure gradient (energy loss) in the
pipe by 400%! It has immense implications for the energy conservation and the cost
reduction of the CLP technology. (Based on Huang's work supervised by Dr. Liu).
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6. Designed a coal log trainseparatorthat appearsto be able to separate coal log trains
prior tu entering pump bypass. The separator-bypass systemcan operate
automatically without relyingon any coal log sensors. (Concept not yet tested).
(Based on Du's work supervisedby Dr. Nair).
7. Completedthe firstdraftof a Ph.D dissertation"DynamicModeling of an HCP System
and Its Control." This shows that the Center'slong-termresearch on this complicated
topic is finallyyielding fruit. The dissertationprovidesdetailed information on how to
model and analyze the behaviorof coal log trains passing through the injection system
and the pump bypass. It forms the basis of computer control of coal log pipeline
systems. (Based on Wu'sResearchjointly supervisedby Drs. Lenau, Liu and Nair).
8. Completed all the experimentsneeded to verifya mathematicalmodel to predict
capsule behavior in unsteady flow of HCP and CLP. The experimental data showed
good agreementwith theory. The student has completedboth experimentaland
.

analyticalworks, and has startedto write his Ph.D dissertation. (Based on EI-Bayya's
researchsupervisedby Dr. Lenau).
9. Revisedan earlierdesign of commercialcoal log fabrication machine. Improvedthe
molddesign by making it easierto operate. (Dr. Lin).
10. Developed a researchplan for studyingthe heating, cooling, and dryingof coal logs.
(Based on Sun'swork st' .*rvisedby Dr. Marrero).

Major activities planned for the next quarter include:
1. Make 5.3" diameterlogs, both by compactionand extrusion,for a field test to be
conducted in a 6-inch existing pipeline in Conway, Kansas.
2. Test two new design concepts to improvethe quality of coal logs fabricatedby the
single-piece mold: (1) tapered mold, (2) bell-shaped exit.
3. Complete a preliminarytheory on coal log compaction in orderto make predictions
feasible.
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4. Test three concepts on coal log fabrication with emulsified asphalt: (1) Compare logs
made with varying amount of water in emulsion. (2) Compare negatively charged
emulsion with positive and neutral emulsions. (3) Vary coal particle size.
5. Conduct a more complete assessment of the Orimulsiort,including its (1) supply
dependability and price stability, (2) combustion emission characteristics (what comes
out the stack when Orimulsion is burnt with coal). More tests ol, its effectiveness as a
binder is also needed at temperature up to 80°C.
6. Test zeta potential effect on coal log fabrication.
7. More tests on underwater extrusion.
8. Complete drag-reduction study in 2-inch pipe using Polyox. Try another polymer
(Chemlink) and compare its effectiveness with Polyox. Add a small amount of fiber
(pulp) to further enhance the effectiveness of polymers for drag reduction.
9. Complete analysis of train separator and test the concept in existing small-scale CLP
demo model.
10. Conduct coal log wear test in pipe with artificial roughjoints.
11. Prepare for and conduct capsule jamming test in 2-inch pipe loop.
12. Complete a Ph.D dissertation on dynamic modeling of CLP system, and a Ph.D
dissertation on unsteady theory of capsule flow.
13. Complete two alternate designs on commercial coal log fabrication machines, one by
Professor Yuyi Lin, and the other by Ramer/Gunlach. Submit both designs to Erie
..

Press for evaluation.
14. Develop equations for predicting coal log heating, cooling and drying.
15. Conduct coal log water absorption tests aimed at verifying a theoretical model.
16. Write legal position papers on several issues relating to coal pipelines.

Capsule Pioeline Research Center
Quarterly Report
(Period Covered; 10/1/9.3 to 12/31/93)

Project Title:

Extrusion of Coal Logs Using Ram-Type Extruder

Princit_al Investi2ators:

Thomas g. Marrero
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
WiUiamJ. Burkett
Research Associate, Chemical Engineering

Underm'aduat_ Assis._ants: Andrew Rockabrand
Erika T. Carter
purpose of the Research;
Test and evaluate ram-type extrusion to develop large diameter coal logs for
commercial demonstration.
Work .Accomplished;
A commercial, (large) ram-type extruder was located, purchased, delivered,
installed and is now in operation. This unit, a 100 ton extruder, was purchased from Great
Lakes Research, Elizabethton, TN. New solid state controls for heating the die and mud
pot were specified, procured and installed. In addition, new electrical power wiring and
source were installed. Coal logs have been extruded in 100 pound batches, several times.
Since it appeared that an auger-type extruder produced logs with undesirable
surface imperfections, a ram (piston) type extruder was sought.
inquiries, a surplus unit was located and purchased..
dismantling

system,

removal

from building, truck

After a number of

The price ($15,000) included
transportation, unloading

and

installation. The extruder has three major pieces, namely, a pug mixer, a cooling chamber,
and the extruder. Additional equipment included a set of dies from 2 to about 10 inches.
A photograph _

: extrusion system is at the end of this report.

•

The 100-ton extruderhas been run three times using an emulsifiedasphaltbinder.
This formulation has allowed us to obtain operating experience and to correct minor
equipmentproblems.
To operate the 100-ton extruder relatively large batches are required. Bcfore
using this largemachinea smalltest unit, 1 3/4"by 2 1/2"was madeto allow optimization
of conditions.
Preliminaryram extrusionrun dataindicate 3 weight percentasphaltis needed at a
pressureof about 5000 psi, without heating the coal feed mixture or the extruder. The
coal log surfacesare much smoother than logs producedby the auger type extruder.
Work l'rooosed for Next Quarter:.
Task 1. Using the 1 3/4" by 2 1/2" smallunit explore formulasand conditionsusing
the I 3/4" by 2 1/2" small unit. This duplicates ram extrusiontype conditions using
only 2 pounds of feed material. On the basis of these tests, large batches of 100
pounds will be tried in the 100-ton extruder.
Task 2. The installeddie produces5.5" diameterlogs. This is too large for use in a 6"
pipe (Kansastest pipe). A modification to this die to produce 5.3" diameter logs will
be built.
Task 3.

Produce 5.3" coal logs for in-laboratorytesting of strength and water

absorption after a modifieddie is made.
Task 4. Explore the use of increasing the particle size from the laboratory 3/8"
maximumto larger sizes currently commercialavailable.

.
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Report

Coal Log Pipeline Project

Coal Log Fabrication Using Hydrophobic Binders

PI:

Dr.JohnW. Wilson

Post-Doctoral
Fellow:

Dr.YungchinDing

Graduate Research Assistant:
Bing Zhao
OVERVIEW:

•

The bench scalecoallog fabrication
experiments
usingPowder River
Basin coal have been completedin thisquarter(10/I/93-12/31/93).
Severalcoal log fabrication
processparameters,
including
compaction
time,heatingtemperature,
compactionpressure,
and binderconcentration,were investigated
to determine the optimum operating
conditions
forcoallog fabrication.
The coallogsproducedwere also
subjected
to varioustests,
such as waterabsorption,
tensile
strength,
and degradation,
to evaluatethe influence
of fabrication
parameters
on theproperties
of coallogs.
Coal log fabrication using coal samples obtained from Mettiki Coal
Corporation was also started in this quarter. A new emulsion binder
(Orimulsion) was used as the binding agent.
The test results todate
show that the coal logs produced using Orimulsion have similar performance characteristics
when compared with coal logs fabricated
using asphalt emulsion (PC-150).
PROGRF..SS
TO DATE;
A. Evaluation of Coal Log Fabrication Parameters (PRB coal)
Several operating
parameters,
including
compaction
time,
heating temperature, compaction pressure, and binder concentration, were tested.
The coal logs produced under various
conditions were evaluated to determine the influence of these
operating parameters on the performance of the coal logs
manufactured.
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I. Compaction

time:

1-3/4" coal logs were fabricated at compaction
times
loading time) of 5 to 20 min. The coal log fabrication
tions and test results were as follows:

(peak
condi-

Coal log fabrication:

2% asphalt (3.3% PC-150 asphalt emulsion)
6,000 psi compaction
pressure
80°C heating temperature
Water absorption tests: 500 psi pressurized
chamber
Degradation
tests: 2 hrs in 2" test pipeline loop, at velocity of
7.5 ft./see.
Table

1. Influence

Compaction
Time,
min.
,_
,.,
5
10
15
20

Density
1.18
1.18
1.20
1.20

of compaction

time on the performance

Water Abs.
Degradation
Wt.
t[ain, % IIl'lfll" Wt.
Loss, %
'
I
I
8.03
13.6
7.56
7.5
7.48
6.7
6.08
5.5

test

of coal logs
Tensile
Strength,
,I. ,
,,.,
52.9
56.7
56.9
58.7

As shown in Table 1, the duration of compaction time has
only a slight influence on the properties of the coal logs. The
water absorption test results show that the amount of water
absorbed decreased
as the compaction
time increased.
This
suggests that the longer the compaction time the more dense
the coal logs•
Table 1 also shows that the longer the compaeti.on time the higher the tensile strength of the coal log.
In the pipeline degradation
tests, the greatest
weight loss
was found on the coal log which was compacted for 5 rain.
This could be due to either the low strength of the coal log,
or the high abrasion effect that the coal log was subjected to
due to its leading position in all four coal logs tested in the
pipeline.
2. Heating

temperature

In order to evaluate the role of compaction
temperature in
the coal log fabricating
process,
the compaction
tempera
tures in the range of 40 to 100°C were used to determine
their influence on the properties
of the coal log.
The test

psi

,, , ,_

.

"9

conditions
follows:

•

applicable and the results obtained

are shown as

Coal log fabrication: 2% asphalt (3.3% PC-150 asphalt emulsion)
6,000 psi compaction pressure
10 min compaction time
Water absorption tests: 500 psi pressurized chamber
Table 2. Influence of heating temperature on the performance of coal logs
Heating
Temp., oC
40
60
80
100

Density
1.13
1.14
1.18
1.18

Length
in.
3.31
3.24
3.12
3.02

Water Abs.
Wt. gain_ %,,,
8.03
7.56
7.48
6.08

" Tensile
Strenath, psi
16.6
36.4
50.4
86.1

In Table 2 the density of the coal logs increased from 1.13 to
1.18 as the temperature increased from 40oC to 100oC. This
suggests that the higher the temperature applied during the
compacting process, the more dense and water resistance
are the coal logs produced.
By examining the tensile
strength test results, it can be seen that the higher applied
temperatures resulted in higher strength coal logs.
3. Effect of compaction pressure
Compaction pressures ranging from 4,000 to 10,000 psi
were used to evaluate the influence of compaction pressure
on the properties of the coal logs. The test conditions and
results are listed below:
Coal log fabrication:
2% asphalt
(3.3%PC-150 asphalt
emulsion)
80°C heatingtemperature
I0 rnincompactiontime
Water absorption
tests:
SO0 psi pressurized
chamber

•

,

o
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Table 3. Influence

•

Compaction
Pressure, psi
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000

of compaction

Density
1.17
1.17
1.18
1.18

pressure on the performance

Length
in.,
3.15
3.12
3.09
3.08

Weight
_.
145.2
145.0
144.3
142.1

Water Abs.
wt. _ain,%
8.03
7.56
7.48
6.08

of coal logs
Tensile
Strength,
25.6
50.4
72.9
88.0

psi

As shown in Table 3, the compaction pressure showed little
influence on the density of coal logs.
By comparing the
weight and length of the coal logs, it was found that the
higher compaction pressure resulted in more dense coal logs,
and thus, less water was absorbed during the water absorption tests than those coal logs" produced at lower pressures.
The tensile strength test results also showed that the higher
compaction
pressure produced higher tensile strength coal
logs.
4. Effect

of binder concentration

Table 4 shows the effect
performance of coal logs.
lows:

of binder concentration
on the
The test conditions were as fol-

Coal log fabrication: 6,000 psi compaction pressure
100oC heating temperature
10 rain compaction time
Water absorption tests: 500 psi pressurized chamber
Table 4. Influence
Binder
cone., %
1.0
2.0
3.0

of binder concentration

on the performance

Density

Length

Weight

Water Abs.

1.17
1.18
1.18

in.
2.97
3.02
3.01

[[.
137.1
140.6
139.7

Wt. gain,%
8.03
7.56
7.48

of coal logs
Tensile
Strength,psi
56.7
86.1
100.4

According to the test results shown in Table 4, the higher
the binder concentration
the higher the tensile strength and
better water resistance of the coal logs.

•
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Tables 1 to 4 demonstrate the evaluation of coal log fabrication
parameters and their influence on the properties of coal logs.
It is suggested that the selection of optimum operating conditions for coal log fabrication should be based on the strength
and water resistance of coal logs, as well as the practical requirements of pipeline transportation.
B. Comparison

of Asphalt Emulsion

PC-150

and Orimulsion

A new emulsion binder, named Orimulsion, was tested for coal
log fabrication using Metfiki coal.
In order to evaluate the
performance
of Orimulsion,
the coal logs produced
using
Orimulsion were compared with coal logs made using asphalt
emulsion PC-150,
in terms of their water resistance
and robustness.
The coal log fabrication conditions and test results
were as follows:
Coal log fabrication: Mettiki coal
2% asphalt (3.3% emulsion)
10 rain compaction time
no heating, room temperature
Water absorption tests: 500 psi pressurized chamber
Table 5. Comparison
Compaction

Density

Pressure, psi
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000

4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000

1.28
1.29
1.29
1.29

1.28
1.29
1.29
1.29

of asphalt emulsion

and Orimulsion

Length
Weight
Water Abs.
in.
g.
Wt. _ain, %
PC-150 asphalt emulsion
2.28
115.3
8.03
2.21
112.7
7.56
2.18
110.9
7.48
2.16
109.5
6.08
Orimulsion
2.25
113.9
2.17
110.3
2.18
110.4
2.17
109.5

8.03
7.56
7.48
6.08

Tensile
Strength,
1.9.6
26.6
33.8
34.2

12.3
20.9
21.0
29.3

Table 5 shows that the coal logs made using Orimulsion have
slightly lower water resistance
and tensile strength than coal
logs made using PC-150 asphalt emulsion.
It should be noted
that these coal logs were fabricated under no heating condi-

psi

tions.
It is anticipated that the difference between coal logs
made with Orimulsion and asphalt emulsion will be negligible if
the heat is applied during the compacting process.
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Camule pipeline Rese,arch Center
Quarterly Report
(Period Covered:

Prelect Titlf;

10/I/93-12/31/93)

Hydrodynamics of CLP

Prineioal Investigator:.

Henry Liu, Professor of Civil Engineering

Graduate Research Assistants:

C.C. Cheng and X. Huang

Underur_duate Assistant;

Mike Holder
..

Put'nose of R_ea_h;
Explore remaining hydrodynamic problems important to the application of CLP.
The two main _reas studied during this period include coal log wear in pipe and use of
polymer to reduce drag.

Work Accomplished During the Period:
-

(A) Dra_ Redugtion in (_LP Using Polymer
Tests of drag reduction in CLP have been conducted in a 2-inch recirculating pipe
loop using Polyox (polyethelene oxide) at concentration ranging from 5 to 50 ppm. The
greatest drag reduction occurred at 25 ppm. At this concentration and at the lift-off
velocity, as much as 75% drag reduction occurred. This corresponds to a 400% reduction
in drag from that of water alone flowing through the same pipe at the same speed. Similar
drag reduction was found at a velocity 15% higher than lift-off. However, drag reduction
was found to be less at 75% of lii_-off velocity, and much less at 50% lift-off velocity.
Due to the use of a recirculating loop driven by a jet pump which in turn is driven
by a high-speed centrifugal pump, rapid degradation of polymer by these pumps took
place. This was not surprising given the fact that all previous investigators who tested
drag reduction in laboratory loops found the same result without capsules or coal logs.
What is significant is that the degradation rates with or without capsules were found to be
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approximatelythe same. This means capsules or coal logs do not appearto be a major
source of damage to polymer. The damage was caused, as statedbefore, mainlyby the
pumps. Details of this study is given in an internalreport (Ref. 1).
Note that commercialpipelines such as the Alaskan Pipeline, _d pipelines
operated by the W'dliamsPipe Line Company,all use polymersfor drugreduction. They
all inject polymersinto the pipeline at the downstreamside of each pump. R is envisioned
that the same must be done for commercialCLP. The reason that dragreduction appears
to be higher for CLP than for ordinaryliquid pipelinesis that CLP operates at higher
velocities. Drag reduction is based on inhibitingturbulence and hence is more effective for
highly turbulent flows.

(13) Coal Lee Wear in Pine
As reportedin the previousquarter,a new phenomenon, "Capsule tilt," was
discovered. It has practical implicationson the operationof CLP andhence hadto be
studied andunderstood. Workon capsuletilt has been completedduringthis quarterand
a paper hasbeen written on this subject(get'. 2).
The design of artificialroughjoints for coal log wear test has been completedand
it is waitingfor fabricationandinstallation. It will be tested duringthe next quarter.
Duringthis quarter,ResearchAssistant(C.C. Cheng)completeda Ph.D dissertation
proposal on coal log wear study(Ref. 3).

(C) _0._1Lee Jam Test
Orderedmaterials(Plexiglasrods) for makinga largenumberof simulatedcoal
logs forjammingtest in a 2-inch Plexiglas transparentpipeloop. Enough "logs"will be
madefor tests at a maximumof 90%limefill.

15

References;
I. Huang, X., "Some Tests of Polymer Drag Reduction in Hydraulic Capsule Pipeline
(HCP)," CPRC Internal File Report, tan. 1994, 33 pages.
2. Cheng, C.C. and Liu, H., "Tilt of a Stationary Capsule in Pipe," paper prepared
for the Journal of Hydraulic Enoneerin_ American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), 36 pages.
3

Cheng, C.C., "Wear and Damage of Coal Logs in Pipeline," Ph.D Dissertation
Proposal, December 1993, 51 pages.
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CaDSUl9PIBellneResearchCent_
QuarterlyReport

for
Individual ProlectS
(Period Covered: 10/1/93-12/31/93)

ProjectTltle: UnsteadyFlowinCapsulePipeline
P.L: Dr. CharlesLenau,Professor
of CivilEngineering
ResearchAnletante:

(1) MajedEl-Bayyaand(2)JianplngWu

Purposeof Studlea: (1) Todevelopa methodology
foranalyzingunsteadyflowand
hydraulictransientsgeneratedby the operationof coal log
pipelines°(2)Tostudythe hydraulic
transientsassociatedwith
the operationof a pump bypass systemand an injector
system.
Work AccompllehedDurlngthe Perlod:
(1) UnsteadyFlowof CoalL.oas
El.Bayyacompletedhisexperimental
workandbeganwritlnghisPh.D. dissertation.
El-Bayyamodifiedthe theoretical
modelto Includecontactfrictionbetweenthe pipewall
andthe coallog. Predictedvaluesofcoallogvelocities
anddisplacements
withthe
modifiedmodelwereInverygoodagreementwiththeexperimentalmeasuredvalues
exceptforcoallogsthathada smalldiameterratio( k = 0.7). Forthe smalldiameter
rationcasesthe agreementbetweentheoryandexperimentisfair. It appearsthatfor
smalldiameterratiosthecapsuleendeffectsbecomemoreimportant.Moreover,for
short logsand smalldiameterratiosignificant
andunstableanglesof attractwere
observed.In otherwordsthe logseemto pitchbackandforthastheymovethroughthe
pipe.
(2) PumpBypassandIniector_;y_tems
Wucompletedhisnumericalanalysisofthe Injectorandpumpbypasssystemandhas
completedthe firstdraftof hisPh.D.dissertation.
As reportedlastquarterWu hasdevelopeda valveswitch-over
strategyforoperation
the injectorsystemthatwouldavoidseveredischargetransientsinthe locksystem.
Work To Be AccompllmhedNextPerlod:
I) UnsteadyFlowof rvoalLo0_
El-Bayyawillcontinuetowriteand rewritehisdlssertatlon
duringthe firstquarterof 94.
He shouldgraduateat theendofthecurrentsemester(May94).
(2) P_um_
Bvoass_ndIniectorSystems

1"7

Wu will also continueto writeand rewritehis dissertationduringthe firstquarterof 94.
He shouldgraduate at the end of the currentsemester(May 94).
Refwencee:
EI-Bayya,M., 1991, "TransientRow in HydraulicCapsulePipeline,"M. S. Thesis,
Department of Civil Engineering,Universityof Missouri-Columbia.
Lenau, C. W. and B-Bawa M. M., 1992, "Treatmentof UnsteadyRow throughCapsule
Pipelines:Capsule.Water Interaction,"!ntemat!onalConferenceon BulkMaterials
Harldlinpand TransB)rtation:
Svm_siumon Frei0ht Pipelines (Wollongong, Australia),
Vol. 1, prepdnts of papers, The Institutionof Engineers,Australia.
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Capsule Pipeline Research Center
Quarterly Report
(Period Covered : 10/1/93Project

Title :

12/31/93)

Automatic Control of Coal Log Pipeline System

Principal

Investigator

Graduate

Research

:

Satish S. Nair, Asst. Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace En_g

Assistants

Purpose of the Research

:

Hongliu Du and Jianping Wu

:

To study, design, test, and improve an automatic control system needed for reliable operation
of coal log pipeline systems. To model the system dynamics as well as the interactions between
the pumps, valves and the capsules for effective control design and system sizing.
Work Accomplished

During the Period :

Hongliu Du, a Ph.D. student started on the project in Aug '93. His task was to continue the work
of Sun, D-X pmlaining to mechanical subsystem design for the CLP, which Sun completed in
Aug'93

: "Design of Certain Mechanical Subsystems for an Automated Capsule Pipeline."

Specifically, his report included mechanical design issues such as design, implementation and
testing of Y-joinm (4) ; design, implementation and _esdng of a high performance divenor; design,
implementation and testing of prebent pipe sections ; two proposed designs for wain separator electromagnetic

brake and flow by-pass types ; a proposed design for automatic injection

subsystem ; observational studies using the computer conlrolled test/>edsystem based on upwards
of 50 runs ; and ex1:nsions to large scale systems and future research.
After the conclusion of Sun's study, it was felt that the design of a wain separata"was the most
critical, since, in comparison, the other issues were understood better. The first step in the design
of the train sepm,ator was a good understanding of the conditions under which it would operate.
Much time was spent on analyz_ S this realistically. The following objectives for the design were
finalized : (i) the system should be capable of operation with any inwr-capsule and in_ra-uain
spacing, i.e., assume that the capsules will be 'all together' as they arrive at the pump bypass
system, with random spacing between them. (ii) the design should be simple, rugged and 'fail. safe'. (iii) pipeline operational velocity is 8 ft/s. (iv) an emergency stop procedure is required.
After considerable work, a design was arrived at that appears w be 'simple' and rugged,
which would make the control easy and reliable.

Note that, although fancy designs are easy to

arrive at, for reliable functioning of the system over Ions periods, it is necessary to have the least
reliance on sensors, computers, etc. and to let the mechanical design itself do 'most of the work.'

""

It consists of two flow bleed systems with water valves, a train stopper, and an emergency
stopper. While a derailed discussion of the design is given in Du and Nair [ I], a few key features
are as follows : one of the bleeds reduces the capsule velocity and separates the capsules at its
downstream end. This is primarily to reduce the force of impact of the capsules on the separator.
The other bleed line ftmher reduces the force on the stopper. Using this system and an intelligent
sequence of operation of the valves, the stopper, and the divertor, the pump bypass can operate
reliably without sensing of any kind, based only on time [ I]. This design was worked out in detail
and preliminary mathematical modeling has been performed using the medxxt of characva'isdcs.
J. Wu continues to work on the dynamic simulation study as detailed in the previous zepon and
is currently completing his Ph.D. dissertation under the supervision of Drs. Liu, 1_nau, and
myself.
Work Proposed for the Next Quarter

:

Since a reliable train sepmmor design is crucial to the functioning of the pump-bypass system, the
pmposed design will be _

in delML Specificaily, the tasks will be !o :

(i) develop a mathematical model of the proposed scheme using the method of characteristics
(MOC) to find the design parmneters for flow bypass 1 and flow bypass 2, the method of valve
closure for flow bypass I, etc. by observing the transient and steady smm behavior of the system
with and without capsules. This development will be perfmmed in a modular fashion and the
overall model would serve as a good deMgn tool to lest different design configurations, (fi) design
a reliable _

and an emergency stopper for the train separator system.,

(Hi) conduct

observation experiments on the small-scale test bed facility developed by the group to test the
designs develop_

Many such experiments will be conducted including investigating train spacing

changes during long duration travel, effectiveness of flow bypass in reducing capsule speeds,
energy loss analysis, etc., (iv) test the train stopper and emex]lency stopper designs experimentally
on the small scale rest bed, (v) investigate whether the complel_ train separator design can be
tested using the small scale sys_,m or some other existing loops will need to be used. A possibility
is that only key concepts in the sepm'atordesign are tested depending on the confidence gained with
the simulation model being developed.
It is felt that the design of the control hardware configuration including the computer, PLCs,
sensors, etc. should also be carried out in parallel and this will be pursued depending on the
a_,ailability of funds and students.

The important software issue is selection of appropriate

SCADA softwme, with the control software being a relatively easy component in the development
process.
[1]
Du, H., and Nail', S. S., "Design of a Train Separator for the CLP System," Report
submitted to the Capsule Pipeline Research Center, Nov '93.
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Project Title: Machine Design for Coal Log Fabrication and Extrusion Research
Principal Investigator:
Duration:

Yuyi Lin, Assistant Professor of Mech. & Acre. Engineering

October 1-December 31, 1993

Graduate Research Assistant:
Other Student Worked on Project:

Guoping Ji (50% of GRA support)
Brent Leonard (undergraduate, approximate 20% FTE)

Purpose of Research:
The main objective of machine design project is to design conceptually a machine of coal
log fabrication at commercial mass production rate. Coal log surface treatment equipment and
other acceuaries are also included in the design.
The purpose of coal log extrusion research is to explore the feasibility of extrusion of coal
logs with minimum amount of binder or without binder.
Need for Research:
The machine design can suggest desirable improvements for laboratory coal log
fabrication process, provide a basis for better estimation of the fabrication rate, and the cost of
coal log fabrication in commercial operation, h is also a necessary step toward building large
coal log machines for commercial use.
The fabrication of strong coal logs that can withstand up to 2000 psi water pressure and
long distance transportation in pipeline withOUt breakage, with minimum energy and cost, is of
vital importance to future commercial success of the coal log pipeline technology. Also, it may
be advantageous ff coal logs from a fabrication machine can be injected directly into a
pressurized, water-filled pipeline, so that the coal logs are not exposed to atmospheric air after
fabrication. The underwater extrusion process could reduce adverse effect on extrusion due to
gravity, increase the strength of the coal logs, reduce the manufacturing time, and simplify the
process of coal log injection.

Work Completed (Oct. 1.Dec. 31, 1993):
(1). The conceptual design of a coal log compaction machine was revised. The major revision
is on the mold design. According to the comments to last revision from our consult, Mr. Fred
Infield, we improved the two end caps on the mold, and reduced the efficiency used in our
calculation of recycled thermal energy so that the design is more realistic. We have also started
working on the mold moving mechanism, so that it can support our claim on potential cycle
speed better. The revised design was discussed in the Januarywork session with our consultants.

We are going to revise and improve the design even more, so that
finalized by May 94 Board meeting.

(2). Manuf_
three 1.8" two-piece mold and a three-piecemold. '
piece mold is to verify if it is necessaryto use a three-piecemold to gu
coal logs manufactured. It is shown by experimentsthat a two-piece
and with beveled edges is good enough, and the three-piece mc
also leameclfrom experimentsthat if the moldis rigid enough,there is r
between mold halves to confine the moisun_ and steam.

(3). Exuuded binderlem coal log at lower moisture content (about 1
exlrnde binderless logs at lower moisp.u,econtenk from 24% to 13%, q
coal fines providedby the Southern CompanyServices.

(4). Partially finished a 5.Y' split-mold design, The design will be
production,due to some lessons learnedfrom the 1.8" three-piecemob
student,Mr. Chen, designed a simple and robust 5.3" inch mold with
of this mold is for laboratoryproducationof coal logs thatcan be used
Conway pipeline test. This mold is not suitablefor mass production
and wel_t.

Plan for Next Quarter (UV94-_3V94):
For long range plan from Jan.1 1994 to Sept. 31, 1995, please I
plan developed by Dr. Lie. The tasks listed below are for the first qu
Machine Dmim Area:

(1). In the improved conceptual design of a commercial, mass-produc
machine,the mold is the key to success.Since many are requiredin ea
be inexpensive. They should be trouble.freefor life time to cm'bthe
cost. They must be rigid enough to guaranteethe qualityof the logs n
factors that will be considered in the second revision of the machine
second revision will be completed during the next quarter. More de
justify the cycle speed ass_

(2). The simple but heavy 5.3" mold will be manufacturedin this
designing a lighter mold to be used in the futurecoral
applica
novel idea of tapered liner, which hopefully can eliminate the need t
eliminatingthe locking pins andhinges. Self locking end piston idea as
meeting will still be used.

(3). My colleague, Dr. Alley Bufferhas startedworking on a vacuu

enhancethe loading speed, andthe log quality of compaction machines. His design will become
a sub-system of the commercialmachine in ourdesign.
Extrusion A_:
(1). A new graduatestudent,Mr. GuopingWen, has just startedworking on extrusion. He will
conduct a series of binderlesscoal log extrusionto find out the optimal set of parametersfor the
auger-typeextruder. If the quality of logs fabricatedthis way is good enough for transportation
and handling, the process will be practical and economical. The center plans to apply for a
patent on this process.
(2). Mr. Wen will also work with Mr. Yu Lin, tryingto enhance the quality of extrudedlogs by
changin
S thezetapotential
ofthemateriaL
• (3).
Some extrn__on
withtheaugertypemachineusingonlyasmallamountofbinder
emulsion
(1%-3%)will
beconducted.
Iftheresult
ispromising,
thenunderwater
extrusion
of 2" logwith
lowbinder
willbetested.
(4). Design a fixture to conduct underwaterextrusionwith the 100 ton ram extruder.
(5). Constructa ramextrusionmodel for coal using finite element analysis tool. This model will
be useful for die design.

Capsule Pi_ndineResearch Center
Ouartcriy ]geuQrt
(Period covered: 10/1/93- 12/31/93)

ProJect Title

Heating, Cooling, and Drying of Coal Logs

Principal Investigator Dr. Thomas It. Marrero
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
Research Assistant Ssu:Hsueh Sun

Pumose of the Rese___rch

The purpose of this study is to predict the heating, cooling, and drying rates of"
' coal logs under various practicalconditions encounteredin CLP processes on the basis
of bench-scale experiments.

Work Aecomolished Durina this Period

A research plan for heat and moisture transfer studies of coal log was
developed, as attached.

Work Proposed for Next Quarter

1. Derive the general equationsfor heatand moisturetransferin coal logs.
2. Conducta literature searchon the effects of freezing and thawing of coal
logs.
3. Generate selected numericalsolutions of equations that simulatecoal log
characteristicwhen heated and cooled.
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S-K Sun
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Doctoral Research Plan fOutline)
Title: Heat and Moisture

Transfer

in ¢_oal Lo_

Purpose
The purpose ofthis study is to develop a coupled heat and moisture tramfer model
to predict the temperature and moisture di_butions

inside coal logs during heating,

cooling and drfalg processes, and to predict the rate of heating, cooling and drying of
such logs under various conditions.
Score of Work
This research will inv_--tigate the temperature and moisture distributions and the
heat and moisture transfer rates of Coallogs under the following general conditions:
1. Heating/cooling of coal logs in a compaction mold.
2. Cooling of coal logs in ambient air.
3. Cooling of coal logs immersed in water.
4. Drying of coal logs in ambient air.
5". Freezing of coal logs in winter time.

The proposed research plan consists of three major activities: theory, experiment,
and applications. They are outlined as follows:

* F_g

studyis optional.

L Theory.
A. Literature Review.
Basic concepts and theories of heat and moisture transferin porous media
will be reviewed since coal logs Willbe treatedas a porous cylinder.
B. Development oFConceptual Model
A conceptual model will be constructed to describe the mechanisms of
heat and moisture transferin a coal log. All the poss_le mechanisms involved will
be listed and discussed. The importance of each transport mechanism will be
estimated_om availableinformation.
C. Development of Mathematical Model.
I. Generalmodel for porous media.
A mathematical model for porous media in general will be derived from
conservation equations and thermodynamics.This is the most rigorous,way to
derivea complete set of equationsfor heat and moisture transfer in porous media.
The assumptions used in deriving these equations of porous media will be
identifiedand discussed.
2. Pertinentequations for coal logs (Luikov Equations).
Due to their simplicityand practicality,the Luikov equations will be used
to simulate the drying processes. Assumptions needed to derive the pertinent
equationsfor coal logs will be specified.
3

Equationvalidation.
In order to check the numerical procedures, more assumptions will be
introduced to further simplify the general equations for a few specific cases.
Numerical solutions of these limitedcases will be attempted and the result will be
comparedwith known solutionsin theliterature.

D. Define Appropriate Boundary Conditions for Coal Logs.
The following three cases are to be initiallycon._idered.

I. Heating/cooling of coal logs in a compaction mold by sudden changes in surface
temperature. The mold is assumed to be impermeable.
2. Forced convection heat and moisture transfer at the boundaries.
3. Natural convection heat and moisture transfer at the boundaries.
E. Numerical Solutions.
The following problems will be considered:
I. One-dimensional Luikov equations with constant parameters for both very long
and very short logs.
i.

numerical method to solve the equations.

ii. validation with the solutions for those limited cases, see I-C-3.
iii. convergent test to the factors in numerical methods, such as grid size, step
size, coupled, de coupling, and approximated formula.
iv. sensitivity analysis to check the disturbances caused by the initial condition and
boundary condition.
v. sensitivity analysis to check the disturbance caused by each parameters.
2. One-dimensional Luikov equations with variable parameters.
3. Two-dimensional Luikov equations for finite coal logs including the gravity effects
and other effects.
i.

investigate the difference between vertical and horizontal coal loss.

ii. investigate the effects of aspect ratio, the ratio of length and diameter.
F. Inspectional Analysis.
Inspectional analysis will be applied to the derived equations and boundary
conditions in order to find the dimensionless parameters characterizing the
problem.

IX. Experiments.
Five types of experiments will be conducted to validate the theoretical
model. If'experiments differfrom theory, we will modify the model or improve the
experiments.These experimentsare outlinedas follows:
..

A. Thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity.
The thermal conductivityand thermal diffJsivi_ will be measured by the
transienthot wire method. A tiny electricalheaterwith constant power input will
be imbeddedthrough the centerof a coal log to simulatea linear heat ,.ource,_th
constant heat flux. Thermal conductivity and thermal diffusi_ity will be
simultaneouslycalculated from the transienttemperaturesobtaln_ at a point near
the heater.
B. Coal log heating/cooling in axial direction.
order to obtain all the needed parametersand to validate the model,
transientheating/cooling experimentswill be conducted. In these experiments,the
ends of coal logs will be heated/cooled by sudden changes in surface temperature.
For a one-dimensionalmodel, coal log heatand moisture transfer will be restricted
to the axial direction by making the log circumferentialsurface impermeable and
adiabatic. Changes in coal log temperature and moisture distributions under
transient conditions will be recorded. Temperaturewill be measuredby a set of
thermocouples imbeddedin the coal log. The coal log moisture distributionwill be
measured by a gravimetric method. In this method, the _al 10g will be cut into
manylittle disks and the moisturecontent of each disk is measuredby observing
the weight changes of disk before and al_erdrying.
In addition to thermal conductivity, other model parameters, thermalgradientcoefficient, moisture conductivity,and relativevapor d_sion

coefficient,

can be calculated fi'om the coal log temperature and moisture distributions.
However, it is difficult to measure the moisture content in real-time basis by the

gravimetdc method. Other real-timeand non-destructivemeasuringmethods will
be investigated. For example, the moisture content can be measured by using
electrical conductivity.
C. Coal log heating/cooling in radial direction.
A similarexperimentto simulatethe radialheat and moisture transferof a
infinite Ions coal log will be conducted to further test the model. Since
temperaturecan be measuredprecisely and accurately,transienttemperature will
be used to validate the model. The use of coal los moisture content is less
meaningfulbecause of its inherenterrors.
D. Drying of coal logs by forced convection.
The model also will be tested in a forced convection dryingexperiment.A
coal log will be driedunderforced convection.The ambientconditions, such as the
velocity, humidity, and temperatureof the air, will be totally controlled. The
changes in weight and temperatureof the coal will be measured and compared
with those predicted by the model.
E. Freezing experiments on small and large logs.
Simple observations on the freezing and defrosting of coal logs will be
conducted to determine if there is any critical behavior in coal logs during the
wintertime and their practicalimpfications.
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HI.Appilcztions.
Themathematical
modelwill
beusedtopredict
coallogbehavior
invarious
situations,
Thesesituations
pertain
tocod losmanufacture
andstorage,
The applications
involve
coupled
heatandmoisture
transfer.
Examples
of'
anticipated
results
aretabulated
below:
Table 1. Applications of Proposed Model for Coal Log Processes
..........................

EXAMPLE

,i i

i i

_

1

L

i

,

,t i

,

i

APPLICATION
i

i i i ,11

i ii

........

i,i

j

i

,Predict temperature
rise
during coal loS heatinS in _brication mold.

2

Predict
temperature
dropduring
coallogcooling
infabrication
mold.

3

Predict changes in coal log moisturedistributionduringfabricationand

,

storage processes.

......
4

Predict
coallogdrying
rates
whenstored
vertically
andhorizontally.

5

,

......

Predict
scale-up
effects
oncoallogtemperature
andmoisture
distributions
underambient
conditions.
i

6

i

m I

Predict the fi-eezinS behaviorof coal logs.

q

ll|i
ii

.....

'
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Cansuie Pin,line Research Center
OuqrterlyRenort

fat
Indiyldual Protects
(Period Covered: 911/93-12/31/93)
lProjeetTitle:

CompactionofBinderless CoalLogs

IP.L: Dr. Brett Gunnink,AssistantProfessorof Civil Engineering
Ruureh

Assistants: JayanthKanunar,andFens Chen

Purpose of Study: To exploreandoptimizea compactiontechniquefor making
binderlesscoal logs.
Work Accomplished During the Period:
Workaccomplishedduringthe pastquartercontinuedthe developmentof Hot
WaterDried (HWD) coal logs. HWD logs are high strengthwater resistantlogs. The
HWD logs haveperformedvery well andwe believethattheirdevelopment constitutesa
majorbreakthroughincoal log fabrication.The HWD logs meet the durablecoal log test
performancecriteriaadoptedby the L'PRCin Mayof 1992.
We have completedourstudyconcerningthe applicabilityof the HWD processto
variouscoals. We have successfullymadeHWD coal logs using five differentcoals.
These coals rangedform low ranksubbituminouscoal to high rankbituminouscoal. Post
adsorptionlog specificgravityincreasedwith coal rank,whereas, log strengthdecreased
with rank. In all cases there was coal benzfactionassociatedwith the log makingprocess
(decreasein equilibriummoisturecontent). Thisbenefactionwas largelyinsignificantfor
high rankbituminouscoal, but significantfor low ranksub-bituminouscoal.
We have made 10 HWD logs usinga multi-partmold. We believedthe use of this
type of mold (or perhapsa taperedmold)would eliminateor at least minimizethe
detrimentalcircumferentialcracksthatwe hadobservedin logs madeusing the solid
cylindermold. Apparently,this beliefwas well founded. We have made 10 HWD logs at
200 °C end 20,000 psi compactionpressurein a multi-panmold. The logs were made
fromthe Antelopecoal (subbitumiousPowderRiverBasin coal). All butone of these logs
exceeded the CPRCdurabilitycriteria(circulationfor 1hour, with less than 3%weight
loss).
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We have completedthe designof a moldfor making5.3" diametercoal logs. The
mold is currentlybeing fabricated.This is will be a chromeplatedmulti-pan mold. It will
be used to makethe 5.3" diameterlogs thatwill be circulatedin the 6" diameterpipelinein
Conway,Kansas,this summer.

Work Proposed for Next Quarter:.
This next quster we will:
I. Complete f_sbrication
of S.3"diametermold;
2. B_ makingcoal loss, using the S.3"diametermold_for the ConwayKansastest.
3. Completean M.S. thesis O. Kanunar)concerningtheHWD process, andthe
strengthand durabilityof HWD coal logs;
4. Beg/n a refereedjournalarticleconcerningHWD coal logs (to be submittedto
Fuel Processing Te¢Imology);
5. Begin a patentapplicationconcerningHWD coal log fabrication;
6. Test modificationsto the HWD processthat simulatethe process employed by a
commercialcoal log compactionmachine,and evaluatethe effect of these
modificationson log quality.
Publications Resulting from Work on thb Project:
Gunnink, B.W., Kanunar, J., and Lian$, Z. "Compaction of Hot Water Dried Coal
Agglomerates",PreliminaryInventionDisclosure,April15, 1993.
Gunnink,B.W. and Lian$, Z., "Compactionof Bind_ess Coal for Coal Log Pipelines",
accepted
forpublication
inFuelProcessing
Technology,
Elsevier,
Amsterdam.
Lians, Z., (1993) "Compaction of Binderless Coal for Coal Log Pipelines", thesis
presented to the University of Missouri-Columbia,at Columbia, Missouri, in partial
fldflllmentof the requirementsfor the degreeof Master of Science.
Gunnink,B.W. and Lian& Z., (1992) "Compaction of Binderless Coal Logs for Coal
Pipelines",
Proceedings
17thInternational
Conference
on Coal Utillr.ation
and Slurry
Technologies, Coal and Slurry
Technology Association,677-686.
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Impregnation of Dry Coal Logs

PHnd_mdls_/_mtor

Dr. Richard H. Luecke
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Graduate 5t,,_

Daniel Carney
Rebecca Smith

U_

_nm
Axd._nt

Purpose _ the R__

Andrew Rockabrand
To produce coal logs from dry coal and to impregnate these
logs with asphalt or with a slurry of coal fines in asphalt to
prevent water infiltration.

SPLIT MOLDS
Coal logs are now being made in molds that split into two parts to release the log
rather than requiring it to be forced out of the barrel with an axial ram. Previously, logs
made in one-piece cylindr/cal molds, often were found to have circumferential cracks
extending through the inter/or of the logs. We believe these internal flaws were caused
during expulsion of the logs from the mold either by the drag between the log and the wall
of the mold (from adhesion and/or friction), or by the stress concentration caused at the
mold outlet where the log suddenly expands due to the pressure release. In subsequent
failure of the log from any cause (from moisture, tensile tests, etc.), the breakage usually was
observed to occur along these cleavage planes. Existence of interior flaws was also indicated
by the observation during the wax impregnation experiments that elimination of air from the
log occurred from cracks previously unseen on the surface. Inspection of fractured logs has
shown that a large fraction of the impregnated asphalt is stored in these interior flaws.
The problem of drag between the log and the mold is especially accentuated with logs
made from dried coal from Western mines. Apparently dried Western coal has a smaller
coefficient of expansion than the metal of the mold so that it becomes wedged in even a half
of the split mold. Even with the split molds, force was required to release the log from the
opened mold. This problem was solved by polishing and chrome plating the interior of the
split mold. Even though the log still adheres to a half of the mold, it is released by a light
tap which apparently does not damage the log.
Logs made in the chrome-plated two-piece mold seldom show the circumferential
cracks. When made under previous "standard" conditions of 20,000 lbs force and 190°C
temperature, the logs after impregnation with asphalt showed high tensile strength, resisted

water infiltration at 500 psi for virtually _ted
time both before and after the endurance
tests in the test circulation pipeline. As noted elsewhere in _ report, '_ot water dr/ed" logs
made in the chrome-plated split mold also demonstrated consistent good performance.
The inter/or surfaces of the chrome.plated mold remained smooth and sh/ny even
after more than three months of use. The steel molds showed discoloration and ev/dence
of surface roughness after that amount of usage. Chrome-plating should be considered for
a commerc/al coal log mold.
LOW D2_V$/TTLOGS
Summary
An important objective for the last quarter of 1993 was to explore conditions to
produce coals logs with low density but with satisfactory strength to reduce power
consumption during transport in the pipeline. Coal logs made at the temperature and
pressure given above have densities before impregnation with asphalt of about 1.23 to 1.28,
and after impregnation of i.25 to 1.32. Such dens/ties require a relatively high I/ftoffvelocity
in the pipetine. A reduction in density would be espec/ally effective for long d/stance
transfers and hence this work was carded out on Western coals. This coal had been dr/ed
to 1-3% moisture.
A broad range of combinations of max/mum mold temperatures and maximum ram
compress/on forces have been investigated. The results discussed here are prelim/nary
because not all of the experiments have been completed and not all of the data have been
fully analyzed. However, a general picture is emergins:
1.

Although the low density logs are weaker than those made at the hisher pressures
and temperatures, acceptable strength and density combinations seem possible.

2.

As would be expected, the low density (i.e., high porosity) logs can absorb a large
fraction of asphalt during the impregnation process, bringing the post-impregnation
density to similar levels as the less porous logs.

3.

As was not expected, even the large fraction of asphalt (20-30%) failed to protect the
logs from damage during the high pressure water tests.

4.

As was even less expected, the logs often appear to be damaged by the asphalt
impregnation process itself. Not only were surface cracks often visible after the
impregnation procedure, but in some cases fracture of the logs occurred during
asphalt impregnation.

Logs with densities ranging from 1.005 to 1.30 (non-impregnated) were produced.

+.

i

"

3n

Low demit/es were produced at low temperatures and pressures (120°C and 7500 ibs force).
A preliminary correlation for the dens/ties as a function of temperature and pressure is:
DenmiCy = 393.24

+ .0455 Ten_p°'''3° ...... 394.04
Force o.ooo4o3o6

Figure 1 shows a plot of this equation for several p_eters
calculated and measured values of the demities.

of force and also shows

Figure 2 shows a preliminary correlation for temfle strength vs. density. The temile
strength of the non.impregnated logs was reduced as the density was reduced. Note that the
lower demlt/es g/re very low tem/le strengths. It could be expected that impregnation with
asphalt would inaease tensile strength as well u provide protection aga/mt water infiltration
and damage. Since all of the low dens/t/lop were damaged by the $00 psi water immersion
tests, the dry tensile strengths of impregnated logs was not measured.

Since the temfle test is destructive, a second batch of logs was made w/th densities
of 1.0S to 1.i7. These were impregnated with asphalt using the standard procedure:
1.

The logs were heated for i hour above the surface of molten asphalt while a
pressure of 0.1 atm is maintained,

2.

The log were then immersed under the surface of the asphalt for I hour at the
preuure of 0.I atm.

3.

The vacuum was released and a/r pressure above the asphalt was raised to 50
in/. for I hour.

witha

o/Coal

Research continued from the last quarter using a coal/water slurry in impregnation.
Results indicated, however, that absorption of slurry water by the dry log during
impregnation was dam_qlng the log structure. Lowering impregnation pressure, altering the
weight percent sol/d in the slurry, decreasing particle s/ze in the slurry, and lowering the
impregnation time still resulted in damaged logs. After decld/ng that the water was the
major cause of the damage, efforts were made to find a new slurrycarr/er fluid. The flu/ds
were judged by several criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Possible reaction with coal
Hydrophobic characteristics
Su/table viscosity
Cost
Safety Hazards
Su/tab/l/ty as a fuel component

3_

Two fluids were selected: stearic acid and asphalt. The same general impregnation
process _
is used for asphalt has been modified for use with the slurry. The principal
difference is that the log is imm_
in the slurry during the evacuation phase and pressure is
not used to force the slurry into the log. A heatingmantle is placed below a glass reactor, and
the reactoris connected to a vacuum pump. If the coal fines in the slurryenter the pores of the
coal log, less slurry I/quidfraction will be requiredand the impregnatedlog will be less prone
to cold, viscous flow.
Powder River Basin coal is being used for the tests. As with the asphalt impregnation
tests, the coal ts dried at 10_'C untilthe moisturecontentis below three percent.
Impregnation with st Slurry of Coal _

In Stestrlc Acid

Two common
tem_
were being examined, 150°(' tnd 200°C. Compactionat
200'C frequently produces logs that have broken rods. The 150°C logs exhibit more
_umferentlal cracks. The 150"Clogs absorbmore slurrypossibly due to the presence of these
cracks. These logs generally fall within a couple of hours in the 500 psi water absorptiontest,
while the 200'C logs on average lastedover I0 hours. It appearsthat compaction temperature
has the most effect on water absorptiondragon, possibly by its effect on log strength.
The stearicacid aids the adhesion of _ coal particleto the surfaceof the logs to further
reduce _
absorption. Presently, the main factor that reduces log quality is the
circumferential_,ktng resulting from the compactionprocess.
Impregnation with st Slurry of Coal Fines In Asphalt
Asphaltslurryexperimentshaveonly recently begun. The slurryused has been a mixture
of 80 wt_ AC-20 asphalt and 20 wt_ coal fines. In an attempt to produce logs of lower
density, compaction temperatureand pressure have been decreased. Although the density of the
non-impregnatedlog is very low, the increasedvoid fractioncauses significantdensity increases
after impregnation. These low density logs are weak and often break during impregnation. So
far all samples have failed in the 500 psi water absorption within a couple of hours although
some log fragments (up to 1/2 log) seem to be unscathed.
Future Plans
Repeats of some of the above experiments using asphaltalone are plannedto make sure
that some prec_ural problem did not cause the negative results. We then shall run some
exploring tests with milder conditions for the asphalt impregnati_Jn
particularly with shorter
impregnationtimes and no pressure for asphalt infiltration. Tests with asphalt slurry will also
continue using milder impregnation conditions.
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Cansule Pipeline Research Center
Fourth Ouarte,fly Report
(Period Covered: 10/1/93 to 12/31/93)

Project Tide:

Lepl Aspec_ of CLIP

P.L:

Dr. Peter N. Davis, Isidor Loeb Professor of Law

R_

Assqs:

Purpose of Study:

James Kelly, E/leen Pet/to

_

To explore legal issues involved in commerc/al/zat/on of CLP, including
eminent domain powers for fight-of-way and water fights acquisition,
nature of water fights acquired by voluntary transfer, fight to cross
railroads, conversion of existing pipelines, pipeline waste disposal,
environmental assessment, etc.

Work Accomplished During the Period:
Research conducted dur_g the period:
(I)

Opem_n o/'__es
by rai_-oacLv.Began research on authority of railroads
under Interstate Commerce Act and s_te railroad and pipeline statutes to
construct and/or operate pipelines. [Jim Kelly]

(2)

Authority of Indian Tribes to convey their water rights to non.Indian_ Began
research on this topic. It is important since several tn'oes in recent years
have considered such sales. Indian water may be a significant source for
pipeline water. [Jim Kelly]

(3)

General authority of federal agencies to authorize divev_ns from federal
' re.servo/rs.Completed research on this topic• Although this topic is inspired
by ETSI Pipeline Project v. Missouri, 108 S.Ct. 805 (1988), this research was
general and did not address site-specific issues, such as Missouri River
diversions. [Jim Kelly, Eileen Pet/to]

(4)

Transfer of water rights under eastern diversion permit statutes. Begin research
on this topic• [Peter Davis]

(5)

Transfer of water rights under western prior appropriation permit statutes.
Completed research on this topic. [Eileen Petito]

(6)

Cases interpreting state anti-export regulatorystatutes. Completed research on
this topic• [Eileen Petito]

Work Proposed for Next Quarten
Research work:
(1)

Authority of Indian Tribes to convey their water rights to non-Indians. Continue
research on (a) Indian water fights and their relationship to state water fights
systems, and (b) transfer rights. [Jim Kelly]

(2)

Pipeline environmental impact statement issues. Begin work on typical
environment issues discussed in Environmental Impact Statements prepared
under the National Environmental Policy Act for pipeline construction
projects in the midwest. ['Eileen Petito]

(3)

Transfer of water tights under eastern diversion permit statutes. Analyse eastern
state diversion permit statutes to determine criteria for transfer of water

.

rights.
publication work:.
(1)

Law review article. Continue preparation of law review article based on
Florida conference paper Davis, Cress & Sullivan, Legal Aspect of Coal
Pipelines in the United States - Preliminary Findings (Apr. 1993).

Key Results of Recent Work:
(1)

Operation of pipelines by railroads. While railroads generally obtain Interstate
Commerce Commission to buy competing forms of transportation, this
requirement does not apply to the purchase of pipelines. 49 U.S.C. § 11343.
Therefore, there does not seem to be any restriction on railroad purchase or
construction of pipelines.

(2)

Authority of Indian Tribes to convey their water rights to non-Indians. Indian
reserved rights were recognized in Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564

f
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(1908), and subsequent cases. These Indian reserved fights generally are
superior to non-Indian water rights created under state law, because the
Indian reservations usually were established before settlement. Several cases
indicate that Indians can transfer their water rights to non-indians, provided
the tn'be and Congress consent. We are investigating this law further.
(3)

General authority of federal agencies to authorize diversions from federal
reservoirs. The federal government does not have general authority to
authorize diversions from either navigable waters and tnq3utarywaters; that
is a matter of state law. California v. United States, 438 U.S. 645 (1978).
Obstruetiom to navigation in navigable waters, such as bridges, dams,
and intake and outlet pipes cannot be built without federal permits under
Rivers & Harbors Act of 1899, § 10.
The federal government has rights to reserve water fights for the
purposes of federal reservations. The amount of water which can be reserved
is limited to that needed for the purpose of the reservation at the time the
reservation was established. Those reserved rights cannot be used elsewhere.
Water can be diverted from Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs for
industrial and other non-irrigation purposes, provided that irrigation uses are
not impaired and that affected water-users associations consent. 16 U.S.C.
S 590z-7; 43 U.S.C_ S§ 390b, 485h, 521; EDF v. Morton, 420 F.Supp. 1037
(1976); EDF v. Andna, 596 F.2d 848 (1979).
Water can be diverted from Corps of Engineers reservoirs for domestic
and industrial uses, provided they do not interfere with the purposes for
which the reservoirs were built. 33 U.S.C. § 708; ETS! Pipeline Project v.
Missouri, 484 U.S. 495 (1988).

(4)

_er
of water rights under we.stemprior appropriation permit statutes. The
law on transfer of water fights in the western states varies considerably
between the states. In general, there are two propositions. First, there is
a general right to sever the water fights fi'om the land and to transfer them.
Second, tramfers cannot be made if they cause significant adverse impacts
on other appropriators. The variation between the states involves the
magnitude of adverse impacts which will trigger denial of a transfer
application.

(5)

Interpretation of state anti-export regulatory statutes.
interpreting these statutes. [F.21eenPetito]

(6)

"Property rights"statutes. See third quarterly report, dated Sept. 29, 1993.

No cases were found
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Publications:
Patrick Sullivan, Regulatory Takings-The Weak and the Strong, 1 MxssouRxEW_T'L
LAw & PoLxcY_.
66-73 (Fall 1993).
This article discusses that effect of Lucas v. South Carolina
Coastal Contrn'n, 112 S.Ct. 2886 (U.S.Sup.Ct. 1992), on the law of
regulatory takings, and reviews recent state statutes which either (1)
require preparation of "takings impact statements" as part of land use
regulatory actions, or (2) define what constitutes a regulatory taking.
This research underlies a future examination of the effect of
regulatory taking law on administration of prior appropriation
diversion permits and state water anti-export statutes, and the granting
or denial of federal and state permits for rights-of-way across public
lands.

Unpublished Research Reports:
\.

(I)

Report on the authority of the federal government to grant diversion permits,
federal reserved rights, and Indian water rights. (Jim Kelly)

(2)

Report on the authority of the federal government to authorize diversions
from federal reservoirs. (Eileen Petito)

(3)

Report on the federal statutory authority of railroads to build pipelines. (Jim
Kelly)

(4)

Report on eastern state diversion permit statutes. (Peter Davis)

(5)

Report on transfer of water rights under western prior appropriation permit
statutes. (Eileen Petito)
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